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Question # 1
Please tell me what is a job?

Answer:-
A job can be defined in different ways:
* A paid position of regular employment.
* A task or piece of work, especially one that is paid.
* To do casual or occasional work.
* Buy and sell as a broker-dealer, especially on a small scale.
Read More Answers.

Question # 2
Tell me what is job references?

Answer:-
Employers usually ask for a job reference page (a list of people who can vouch for your skills and qualifications) before they make a hiring choice. That means you
need to have a reference page ready so when someone asks for one, you can respond quickly.
Read More Answers.

Question # 3
Tell me about employment verification regarding job references?

Answer:-
The standard questions a hiring manager will ask are ones related to your employment. The employer will want to verify that you did indeed work with this reference,
the dates of your employment and the reference's relationship to you. Employers also want to know why you left. It is very important that their story matches that of
the candidate. If the candidate says it was a mutual parting but the reference says they were let go or laid off, there will be a problem. The candidate should always be
truthful when asked why they left, as the potential employer will check out their story.
Read More Answers.

Question # 4
Tell me about references?

Answer:-
References are often the last step in the screening process before an employer extends an offer. While every company has a different policy on references, most still
ask for them. What a reference says or does not say, can sometimes make the difference between getting an offer or not.
Read More Answers.

Question # 5
What are the things an employer can ask regarding job references?

Answer:-
The things employers are asking:
* Employment verification.
* Workplace performance.
Read More Answers.

Question # 6
Tell me about workplace performance regarding job references?

Answer:-
After a hiring manager asks the basic questions, she might dig a little deeper into your work performance. Common performance-related questions will cover
strengths, areas for improvement, ability to work in a team and biggest accomplishments.
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Read More Answers.

Question # 7
Whom the references do matter to regarding job references?

Answer:-
Sure, a reference's answers hold a lot of weight but who the reference is can be just as telling to a hiring manager. If the only references you can provide are your
mom, your sister and your best friend, it might raise a red flag with the potential employer.
Most employers would prefer that a job seeker choose a former manager or supervisor as a reference. This is because managers are usually able to deliver a relatively
unbiased opinion and are much less likely to be swayed into giving a positive referral if one isn't truly deserved. A manager is also a good pick for a reference
because a positive referral from him will hold more weight than one from a co-worker who is similarly ranked. Job seekers should also select references who worked
with them for at least a year, have a good understanding of their abilities and can attest to their positive attributes.
Read More Answers.

Question # 8
Can you keep another employer from checking my references at my former employer if you were fired?

Answer:-
Most employers will want to speak with your former employer. Here are some ways to do some damage control: Call your former employer's human resources
department and ask them if they will work with you on drafting a statement that they will use when providing a reference on you.
Another approach is to provide references from other places you have worked. However, they will still probably attempt to contact your last employer. If they do, you
run the risk of looking worse if you have not mentioned what happened. In fact, I know of a situation where a job offer was taken back because the new employer
found out the person was fired but had not mentioned it.
Read More Answers.

Question # 9
Whom should you use as a reference in a job?

Answer:-
Your best bet is to match your references to the job for which you are applying. Ideally, there are a number of people who have seen your work. They may be former
managers, peers and even colleagues outside the organization. Typically, three references are enough. You should type out their names, companies, titles and phone
numbers on a piece of stationary, which also has your name on it (in case the references are separated from your file). Character references such as neighbors, serve
little purpose and are less desirable than former employers.
Read More Answers.

Question # 10
How do a company reply to a reference check request?

Answer:-
Responding to a reference check request can be tricky. Fear of reprisal and lawsuits keep many employers from responding at all. These recommendations will help
you respond reasonably to reference checking requests while protecting the legitimate interests of your company and your current employees.
Many companies request that managers send written reference requests to human resources. If the manager's reference is positive, however, you can agree to have the
manager provide a verbal reference directly to an employer.
Read More Answers.

Question # 11
How would you set your references up for success?

Answer:-
While you likely will not know the exact questions a hiring manager plans to ask your references, you can still prepare them for the call. The first thing you should do
is tell your references that they are one. While that may seem obvious, it is not always done and the last thing you want to do is have your references be blindsided by
the hiring manager's call. Even if you have used certain references in the past, do not just assume they will be available or willing to serve as one again. The best
approach? Ask your contacts first before giving their information to the employer.
Read More Answers.

Question # 12
Tell me what are employment references?

Answer:-
At some point during your job search, a potential employer will request references. Typically, it will be when the company is seriously interested in you as a potential
hire. It is important to be prepared to provide a list of employment references who can attest to the skills and qualifications that you have for the job you are applying
for.
Read More Answers.

Question # 13
What are the things included in the references of employment?

Answer:-
* Ask for a reference
* Company reference Policy
* Make a reference list
* Request a reference letter
* Keep your references up-to-date
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* Maintain your network
* Requesting permission
Read More Answers.

Question # 14
How would you ask for a reference for the employment?

Answer:-
Do not use someone for a reference unless you have their permission. You need to be sure that you are asking the appropriate people to write a letter of reference or to
give you a verbal reference. You also need to know what the reference giver is going to say about you. The best way to approach this is to ask the reference writer if
they would mind if you used them as a reference. Then review the type of positions you are applying for with the reference giver, so they can tailor their reference to
fit your circumstances.
Read More Answers.

Question # 15
Whom should you ask for a reference for employment?

Answer:-
Former bosses, co-workers, customers, vendors and colleagues all make good professional references. So do college professors. If you are just starting
in the workforce or if you have not worked in a while you can use character or personal references from people who know your skills and attributes.
Read More Answers.

Question # 16
What is a company reference policy for employment?

Answer:-
Be aware that some employers will not provide references. Due to concerns about litigation, they will only provide job title, dates of employment and salary history.
If that is the case, be creative and try to find alternative reference writers who are willing to speak to your qualifications.
Read More Answers.

Question # 17
How would you make a reference list for employment?

Answer:-
Create a document listing your references. The list of references should not be included in your resume. Rather, create a separate reference list on the same paper you
used for your resume. Have it ready to give to employers when you interview. Include three or four references, along with their job title, employer and contact
information. If the employer asks you to email your references, paste the list into the body of any email letter, rather than sending an attachment.
Read More Answers.

Question # 18
How would you request a reference letter for employment?

Answer:-
Every time you change employment, make a point of asking for a reference from your supervisor or a co-worker. That way, you can create a file of recommendations
from people you may not necessarily be able to track down years later.
Read More Answers.

Question # 19
How would you keep your references up to date for employment?

Answer:-
Let your references know where your job search stands. Tell them who might be calling for a reference. When you get a new job, do not forget to send a thank you
note to those who provided you with a reference.
Read More Answers.

Question # 20
Why is it important to maintain your network for employment references?

Answer:-
Maintaining your reference network with periodic phone calls or notes to get and give updates is important. LinkedIn is an ideal way to keep your network up-to-date
online. Have an active network in place because you never know when you might need it.
Read More Answers.

Question # 21
How would you request permission for employment references?

Answer:-
A prospective employer should ask your permission before contacting your references. This is especially important if you are employed, you do not want to surprise
your current employer with a phone call checking your references. It is perfectly acceptable to say that you are not comfortable with your current employer being
contacted at the present time. However, do have a list of alternative references available.
Read More Answers.
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Question # 22
Tell me what are reference lists?

Answer:-
When you provide a list of professional references to an employer, you should include your name at the top of the page. Then list your references, including name,
job title, company and contact information, with a space in between each reference. Include at least three professional references, who can attest to your ability to
perform the job you are applying for, on your list.
Read More Answers.

Question # 23
Can you tell me what are referrals?

Answer:-
Most employers take a close look at candidates who are referred to them. A referral for a job from a company employee or another connection at the company can
help ensure your resume gets a close look.
Read More Answers.

Question # 24
How would you ask for referral for a job?

Answer:-
A job referral can be the best way to get your resume a close look from the hiring manager. When you are referred for a position and you mention it in your cover
letter, you have got a built in recommendation for the job in the first paragraph of your cover letter.
Read More Answers.

Question # 25
What is an employee referral program?

Answer:-
Many employers have instituted formal programs to encourage employees to refer candidates for jobs. It is a way to help ensure they are recruiting top talent for
available positions. The assumption is that current employees are uniquely qualified to identify the best candidates since they know the organization's mission and
company culture.
Read More Answers.

Question # 26
How does employee referral program work?

Answer:-
Employers with effective programs promote the option regularly to employees and provide an easy mechanism, like a paper or online referral system, for staff to
forward referrals.Providing employees with a summary of selling points for working with the organization and educating employees about effective ways that they
can reach out to prospects are important ingredients for viable programs.
Read More Answers.

Question # 27
Tell me about the professional references?

Answer:-
A professional reference is a reference from a person who can vouch for your qualifications for a job. A professional reference is typically a former employer, a
colleague, a client, a vendor, a supervisor or someone else who can recommend you for employment. When you apply for a job you may be asked for a list of
professional references either after a job interview or in some cases, when you apply for a job.
Read More Answers.

Question # 28
Tell me what is personal reference?

Answer:-
A personal reference, also known as a character reference, is a reference provided by an individual who knows you and can vouch for your character and abilities.
Neighbors and acquaintances may be willing to write a reference for you. Business acquaintances, teachers, professors or academic advisors, volunteer leaders,
coaches, can all provide a personal reference.
Read More Answers.

Question # 29
Please give some examples of personal references?

Answer:-
Examples:
* Janine provided a personal reference for Katherine recommending her for a job at the local coffee shop.
* Mike asked his neighbor for a character reference when he applied to the accounting firm.
Read More Answers.

Question # 30
What are the different types of references?
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Answer:-
Here are the various types of references:
Employment References
Reference lists
Reference requests
Referrals
Professional references
Personal references
Reference letters
Read More Answers.

Question # 31
What should you do if respond to reference check request is not positive?

Answer:-
If the employee left your company under a cloud, whether the employee was a bad fit for their job, a non-contributing employee for other reasons or unmanageable, I
recommend you refer the call or the form to human resources staff for a standard response. Sometimes unusual circumstances surround an employee's leaving your
company. Perhaps an employee was watching pornography on his computer. Yes, he asked me to be his reference. Another former employee may have threatened
violence or committed a violent act while employed by your firm. While these former employees will rarely list your company as a reference, be prepared. These
calls should be sent to human resource staff for the standard response.
Read More Answers.

Question # 32
When does an employee ask for a reference letter?

Answer:-
Once a document exists, it lives forever. I have had prospective employees give me copies of letters that were 10 and 20 years out of date, sometimes barely legible
from multiple photocopy sessions. After a certain period of time passes, you have no idea what kind of employee your former employee has become, unless he or she
is the rare exception who stays in touch. And you never know how your letter will be used or how your words will be interpreted. Adopt a policy that states managers
are never to give written, generic reference letters.Inform the former employee that your company will be happy to provide employment confirmation from Human
Resources to specific employers who inquire directly.
Read More Answers.

Question # 33
How long did you and the reference candidate work together?

Answer:-
The length of the association will help establish the credibility of responses to other questions. Obviously, if the reference worked with the candidate for several
years, the responses will carry more weight than if the length of their association was only a few months or less.
Read More Answers.

Question # 34
What are the things which you should know about the job references?

Answer:-
Here are eight things about the reference-checking process that you might not know:
* Employers do not always stick to the references on the list you gave them.
* "We do not give references" is often a lie.
* References are often highly subjective and opinionated.
* It looks bad when a reference you provided was not expecting the call.
* You can find out what kind of reference someone is giving you.
* You might be able to neutralize a bad reference.
* If all else fails, consider warning prospective employers that the reference might not be positive.
* Letters of reference are rarely worth your time.
Read More Answers.

Question # 35
Why the employers do not stick to the references on the list you gave them?

Answer:-
Employers may call anyone you have worked for or who might know you, they do not have to limit themselves to the formal list of references you provide. The only
person who is typically considered off-limits in reference-checking is your current employer.
Read More Answers.

Question # 36
When the employer say "We do not give references", is it often a lie?

Answer:-
If your company has a policy against giving references, it is usually human resource types who adhere to the letter of these policies, individual managers are often
willing to give more detailed references, no matter what the policy says.
Read More Answers.

Question # 37
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Do the references are often highly subjective and opinionated?

Answer:-
It is a myth that past employers can only confirm dates of employment. It is both legal and common for employers to give detailed references and a surprising number
of references are either lukewarm or bad.
Read More Answers.

Question # 38
Why does it look bad when a reference you provided was not expecting the call?

Answer:-
When you provide your old manager's number, the potential employer assumes you have told her to expect the call. It is assumed that he/she is going to be ready to
talk about you and it does not look great if her first response is, "Who?" You also want to make sure that your references are available, not out of town or otherwise
unreachable.
Read More Answers.

Question # 39
How would you find out what kind of reference someone is giving you?

Answer:-
If you are worried about what kind of reference you will get from your old boss, you can always politely ask whether or not you are safe using her as a reference.
Unless your former boss is crazy or malicious, she is unlikely to be so committed to thwarting your job search that she would lie to you about this. But if you do not
trust her to be candid with you, you can have someone else call and do a reference check on you. There are companies you can hire for that, but there is nothing that
says you can't have a friend do it for you for free.
Read More Answers.

Question # 40
Would you might be able to neutralize a bad reference?

Answer:-
If you are worried about getting a bad reference, call your old boss and ask if she would be willing to reach an agreement with you on what she will say to future
reference calls. Say something like this: "I am concerned that the reference you are providing for me is preventing me from getting work. Could we work something
out so that this is not standing in my way?" Many employers will be willing to work something out with you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 41
What can a company say in a job reference?

Answer:-
Skilled reference checkers will ask legal questions that probe at certain issues, such as, "Is this person eligible for rehire?" They know what they can ask to determine
things such as whether the person was fired, what their job duties were, authority levels, work habits and relationships.
Most employers are quite careful about what they say during a reference check. In fact, some are so cautious, they insist on completing a written reference, rather than
engage in a phone conversation with a stranger or they will take their phone number and call them back to make certain they are who they say they are. It is becoming
quite common for an employer to only give out the basic facts such as employment dates and job title. Unfortunately, companies are so worried about getting sued
that they often have policies that prohibit anyone except the human resources department from taking reference requests. It is too bad that employers now fear the
sharing of information about potential employees.
Read More Answers.

Question # 42
What should you do if you receive a reference request phone call or document?

Answer:-
If you receive a reference request phone call or document. A manager should only speak to areas of the employee's skills and experience about which he has direct
knowledge.
There are several questions a manager should not answer:
* Example Question: Predict whether your former employee will be successful in the position for which they are being considered. (Got a crystal ball, anyone?)
Good answer: When the employee worked for me, in her position with my company, she was a strong contributor whose work was appreciated.
Example Question: What were the employee's weaknesses?
Good answer: She had no weaknesses worth mentioning that affected her ability to perform her job capably, when she worked for me.
* Example Question: Why did the employee leave the position in which she reported to you?
Good Answer: She sought increased responsibility and to round out her knowledge of our company and products.
Read More Answers.

Question # 43
Do letters of reference worth your time?

Answer:-
No one puts critical information in reference letters, so we know they do not count for much. Besides, when hiring managers get to the point when they want to talk to
your references, they want to talk to them-on the phone, where they can ask questions and probe around. They want to hear the tone of your reference's voice, hear
where they hesitate before answering and hear what happens when they dig around about potential problem areas.
Read More Answers.

Question # 44
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What is the reason to consider warning prospective employers that the reference might not be positive?

Answer:-
The reason you want to give this warning is because it allows you to provide context and framing for what the reference-checker might hear. If you do not, your
potential employer may never tell you that the reference is why they rejected you, so the time to speak up is before they place the call. Ideally, you would offer up
former co-workers, clients and others who can speak positively about your work and even old copies of performance reviews if you have them. Sometimes the mere
offer of these things will provide the reassurance employers are looking for.
Read More Answers.

Question # 45
What is about personality and well-roundness regarding job references?

Answer:-
While work-performance questions provide important insight, they do not always give a complete picture of the candidate. If you want to know what the person is
like, you have to ask questions that get at that information in a different way. For instance, an employer may ask, Would you trust the reference to watch your
children if you were away on vacation? or would you take the candidate to dinner at a nice restaurant with your parents/spouse/significant other? The more
personal/nonwork-related questions are often useful, not for what the reference says but what the reference does not say and/or the manner in which the reference
provides an answer or does not answer.
Read More Answers.

Question # 46
How should you use your references?

Answer:-
Always ask permission to use someone as a reference. If the employer calls and the person on your list is surprised, it will not look very professional to the employer.
References like it when you call them before they are likely to be contacted, just to give them a "heads up" about the potential call. They want to hear about the job,
the company and how the interview went. At this point in my own job hunts, I always briefed them on the kinds of questions they were likely to get. I also told them
about any perceived weakness my interviewers might want to probe. By collaborating with my references, they were fully prepared when the call came through.
Read More Answers.

Question # 47
Why should you not bother with those generic letters of recommendations?

Answer:-
Employers do not want to read letters written in the past to "whom it may concern." Employers want to be able to contact and communicate (via phone or email) with
a select group of people who can speak about your strengths and weakness and fit for the job you are seeking. Plus, these letters do not have much credibility because
anyone who would write a letter for you would likely say only good things about you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 48
Why should you never list names of references on your resume?

Answer:-
References belong on a separate sheet of paper that matches the look and feel of your resume but is simply titled "References" or "Reference List." And never give
references to employers until they request them but do be sure and keep a list of references with you when interviewing so that you can be prepared to present them
when the employer asks. If you have a job-search portfolio, keep the list in your portfolio.
Read More Answers.

Question # 49
Why would you consider different categories of references?

Answer:-
Overall, you ideally want about three to five references, people who can speak highly of your accomplishments, work ethic, skills, education, performance, etc. For
experienced job-seekers, most references should come from previous supervisors and co-workers whom you worked closely with in the past, though you may also
choose to list an educational or personal reference. College students and recent grads have a little more flexibility, but ideally you should have several references from
internships or volunteer work in addition to professors and personal references. Avoid listing family members, clergy or friends are okay for personal references.
Former coaches, vendors, customers and business acquaintances are also acceptable.
Read More Answers.

Question # 50
How would you collect all the details for each reference?

Answer:-
Make sure to get complete information from each reference:
Full name, current title, company name, business address and contact information (daytime phone, email, cell phone, etc.).
Read More Answers.

Question # 51
Why should you get permission to use someone as a reference?

Answer:-
Before you even think of listing someone as a reference, be sure and ask whether the person would be comfortable serving as a reference for you. Most people will be
flattered or at least willing to serve as a reference but you still need to ask to be sure. Be prepared for a few people to decline your request for whatever reason.
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Read More Answers.

Question # 52
Why should you keep your references informed?

Answer:-
Make sure each reference always has a copy of your most current resume, knows your key accomplishments and skills and is aware of the jobs/positions you are
seeking. Again, the best references are the ones who know who you are, what you can accomplish and what you want to do.
Read More Answers.

Question # 53
Why should you be sure to thank your references for their help?

Answer:-
Do not forget to thank your references once your current job search is complete. Some companies never contact any references, some only check the first one or two
and some check all. Regardless, these people were willing to help you and thanking them is simply a common courtesy.
Read More Answers.

Question # 54
Tell me would you neutralize a bad reference?

Answer:-
If you are worried about getting a bad reference, call your old boss and ask if she would be willing to reach an agreement with you on what she will say to future
reference calls. Say something like this: "I am concerned that the reference you are providing for me is preventing me from getting work. Could we work something
out so that this is not standing in my way?" Many employers will be willing to work something out with you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 55
Why should you think strategically about reference choices?

Answer:-
You want the people who will make the strongest recommendations for you. Former supervisors do not have to be references, especially if they did not know all your
accomplishments or you fear they will not have glowing things to say about you. Sometimes former co-workers or supervisors in other departments who know your
work, make the best choices. Again, the key is people who know your strengths and abilities and who will say positive things about you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 56
List some keys for choosing and using the best job references?

Answer:-
Here's one list of the eight keys to choosing and using the best job references in your job search:
* Do not even bother with those generic "letters of recommendations." 
* Never, ever list names of references on your resume.
* Think strategically about reference choices.
* Consider different categories of references.
* Get permission to use someone as a reference.
* Collect all the details for each reference.
* Keep your references informed.
* Be sure to thank your references for their help.
Read More Answers.
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